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Course Objective: This course will provide students with an operational perspective on the nature of food (in)security, defined broadly, and how food (in)security may enhance or detract from conflict mitigation/resolution. This course will attempt to answer the question can food insecurity be a driver of instability and if yes, how best to address the insecurity. This course will combine elements of theory and a more hands-on "how to" perspective of humanitarian assistance and food security analysis and programming in support of conflict mitigation/resolution. The course analyzes the international communities' use of humanitarian and food assistance, its effectiveness and new more innovative types of assistance tools that address food insecurity which, if left unaddressed, can be an underlying risk factor leading to instability.

We will also bring a new dimension into the course and look at the role of humanitarian assistance in general during a conflict. We will explore whether such assistance, including food assistance, has become a political tool and the implications for humanitarian and development practitioners alike.

The course will introduce students to relevant terms and concepts used by practitioners in the field of humanitarian assistance with a particular focus on food security. We will explore new innovative programming tools as well as assessment methodologies used by the international community. Specific country case studies will also be reviewed and discussed.

Teaching Method: The course will be interactive between the professor and students with the discussions led primarily by the students and focused on the readings and students analysis of the readings and their implications for practitioners. Each class will consist of a brief but detailed presentation by the professor followed by in some cases student presentations lasting between 60-90 minutes. The student presenter(s) will share his/her thoughts and perspectives on the readings, and fellow students will provide further critique of the readings and "challenge" the discussion offered by their fellow student presenter(s). The idea is to have a lively and challenging discussion in which students offer honest and perhaps diverging opinions, possibly based on their own experiences or other readings. There are no right or wrong answers. Some discussions will be paired with presentations by guest speakers who will bring real-life, operational expertise and experience to the class.

Course Requirements: Students are required to read the assignments and to lead discussions on an individual and collective basis. Students will be graded on their active participation in class discussions (as both presenters and as discussion participants). Students will write one short critical review paper (6-8 pages) on an approved topic (a list will be provided at the 4th class) for their mid-term (due class 9). The final exam will consist of a formal case study undertaken as part of a small group. The case study will be presented in class and consist of a 30
minute presentation by the group followed by 15-20 minutes of Q&A from the class to the presenters. The case study paper will be due the last day of class. The group case study presentations will occur during the final two class sessions. The course grade will be based on the following:

Class Participation  30%
Mid-Term Exam      20% (this is a 6-8 analytical paper; details provided class 4)
Final (a paper and group class presentation)  50%

Grading Methodology: Each assignment will receive a numerical grade out of the total points possible. At the end of the semester, the numbers will be tabulated and converted to a letter grade using the following scale:

A: 95-100 points  A-: 90-94  B+: 85-89  B: 80-84
C+: 75-79        C: 70-74

Below C equals a failing grade. Incompletes will only be given in rare circumstances due to health and/or family emergencies.

Class Size: 12-15 students with participation capped at 15. Auditors welcome to join in class and participate with no requirements expected.

Readings: Reading assignments are required and must be completed by the date under which they are listed. All reading will be on e-reserve or blackboard. Handouts will often supplement the readings. Reading length will vary but will rarely total more than 120 pages per class.

Contact:

Professor Elisabeth Kvitashvili can be contacted at ekvitashvili@yahoo.com or ekvitashvili@usaid.gov or (703) 237-4859 (evening).
Food Security, Humanitarian Assistance and Conflict Resolution: An Operational Perspective

Class 1 January 8 “Overview and Expectations, Concepts and Terminology”

This session will introduce the course and go over requirements. We will review who are the players in the food security arena, what they do and why they do it. We will review terminology—what IS food security, food aid vs food assistance? We will discuss 3 short articles which set the stage for the class. The articles will be handed out in class. (Smart Development, Why US foreign aid demands major reform” Toward Smart Development. pp. 16-19, Oxfam America, 2008 ; Tuttle J. and Wedding K. CSIS Global Forecast. “Will Food Prices Drive Instability?” 2012 and; Fan, Shenggen, Torero, Maximo and Headley, Derrick. “Urgent Actions Needed to Prevent Recurring Food Crises”, IFPRI Policy Brief 16, March 2011. We will also review other handouts:

- Cogill email to Kvitashvili; “Food and nutrition jargon buster from IRIN News”, 9/12/11
- USAID Eastern Horn Crisis “The definition of famine”, 7/15/11
- IRIN Analysis “What is a famine?” 5/13/10
- FEWS Special Report 3 “Key Terms” box, 12/29/99
- Food Security Understanding and meeting the challenge of poverty, EU paper, 10/09, pp.7-12
- OCHA world Human Data and Trends, 2014 (skim all, review pp 18-19),
- OFDA Fact Sheet, OFDA Annual Report 2013, Terms and Acronyms, pp 10-11, 166-18, 64-68

Class 2 January 15 “Assessment and Analysis”

This class will focus on food security and humanitarian assessment methodologies. We will be joined by guest speakers who will provide an overview of the U.S.A.I.D. Famine Early Warning Network (FEWS NET) and its role in food security assessment and analysis as well as the Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance’s approach to humanitarian assessment.

Required Reading:

- Bailey, Rob “Managing Famine Risk Linking early warning to early Action, A Chatham House Report, 2013 (google the report)

- Rapid Food Security Assessment, Report on the Impact of the conflict on Gaza livelihoods, FAO, 12/12

- Dur, Agnes. “Rapid Emergency Food Security Assessment in Osh and Jalalabad-Kyrgyz Republic”, WFP, 7/10

- FEWSNET Brochure, Evidence-based Analysis for a food-secure world

- FEWSNET Yemen Remote Monitoring Update, 10/13

- Household Economy Analysis (HEA) Framework

**Class 3 Jan 20 “Reforming Food Aid and the Use of New Innovative Tools”*****(note this is a TUESDAY class)*****

This class will review the latest thinking on food aid reform and the application of new, innovative food and humanitarian assistance tools

Required Reading:

- “Reforming Food Aid: Time to Grasp the Nettle”, ODI Briefing Paper, 1/2000

  www.usaid.gov/foodaidreform

- WFP/IFPRI, “Redefining the Role of Food Aid”, 2004


- Jeffreys, Anna. IRIN Humanitarian News and Analysis “NGOs look to new humanitarian funding model”, 11/6/13

- IRIN Humanitarian News and Analysis “Foreign aid workers and local NGOs-mending the relationship”, 11/13/13

- http://www.oxfamamerica.org poverty of politics-food aid blog (1/9/14, 2/10/14)


- DFID supported Focus Note “Banking the Poor via G2P Payments”, 12/09, pp. 1-19

- “WFP’s 2012 Response to the Sahel Crisis: Food Assistance through Cash and Vouchers”, 3/12, pp. 1-4


- World Food Program Description of Purchase for Progress and Cash and Voucher programs (Guatemala; Malawi, Bolivia, Syria)
- Purchase for Progress “Reducing Malnutrition by working with local millers”. WFP, 10/11/13
- World Disasters Report 2011 Focus on hunger and malnutrition. “Innovation, insurance and risk finance”. International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies

Class 4 January 22  Political and Humanitarian Assessment: Is HA Used for Political Purposes and So What??

USAID’S Mission Director for West Bank/Gaza will discuss the nature of the recent Gaza crises and the political and development challenges of undertaking a balanced humanitarian response.

Required Reading:
- www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/1.609307
- www.ochaopt.org/ (Reports and Publications, Humanitarian Bulletins for September October)
- www.commentarymagazine.com/.../how-hamas-deliberately
- http://goo.gl/8CT22J

Class 5 February 10 “Land Tenure and Property Rights as a Conflict Mitigator”

*****(note this is a TUESDAY class)******

Guest Lecturer: Dr. Gregory Myers, International Land Tenure Expert. This class will focus on how the international community deals with conflict over land and property rights and tools available to prevent or mitigate against conflict. Dr. Myers will lead a discussion on the nexus between land (conflict), climate change and food security.

Required Reading:
- The overview for the USIP/USAID course on land and conflict, and specifically the case study on Iraq, found at http://www.usip.org/events/land-property-and-conflict.
Class 6 February 12 “Food and Humanitarian Aid, Insecurity and Conflict—What’s the Link?”

Required Reading:

- Keating, Joshua. “Please, Don’t’ Send Food” in Foreign Policy, July/August, 2012

Class 7 February 19: Assistance in Conflict Settings: What Works and Doesn’t—An Analysts and Practitioners Perspective

This class will bring together a group of analysts and practitioners who bring hands on experience to the review and application of assistance implemented during a conflict. Come prepared to ask tough questions and be challenged by what the speaker’s offer.
Class 8 February 26 Food Security and Protracted Crisis”

Required Reading:

- “Food Security in Protracted Crisis-An Overview”, Background Brief for High Level Expert Forum held in Rome, Italy under auspices of Community on World Food Security, 9/12
- “Addressing Food Insecurity in Countries in Protracted Crisis: What Has Been Learned”, Background Brief for High Level Expert Forum held in Rome, Italy under auspices of Community on World Food Security, 9/12
- Russo and Alinovi. “Constraints to addressing food insecurity in protracted crisis”,
- Harvey, Proudlock et al., Humanitarian Policy Group Synthesis paper. “Food Aid and Food Assistance in emergency and transitional contexts; A review of current thinking”. 6/10
- Food Security in Protracted Crisis: what can be done? FAO Policy Brief, 12/08

MidTerm Due Class 9

Class 9: March 5 “Resilience as a Conflict Mitigator”

The assistance community is now focused on programming for resilience. What is this concept and how does it support food security and reduce conflict? Or does it?

Required Reading:

- “Resilience of Individuals, Households, Communities and Institutions in Protracted Crisis”, Background Brief for High Level Expert Forum held in Rome, Italy under auspices of Community on World Food Security, 9/12
- Defining Disaster Resilience A DFID Approach Paper, November 2011, pp. 5-17
- FAO, Resilient Livelihoods Disaster Risk Reduction for Food and Nutrition Security, reprinted 2012, Pillar 4 "Build Resilience” pp. 56-61
- “Building Resilience in Areas of Recurrent Crisis”, USAID Brief, 2012
- EU Approach to Resilience: Learning from Food Crisis, ECHO/Europe Aid Factsheet 10/12
- Wahlstrom, Margaret. “What can modern society learn from Indigenous Resiliency?” in More with Less, Kevin Cahill, ed.

Spring Break March 7-15

**Class 10 March 12** Humanitarian and Conflict Assessment: What Role for Humanitarian and Food Assistance??

We will walk through the steps and do an assessment in this desk top game. We will have a guest moderator helping us to do this assessment. No advance reading.

**Class 11 March 19 “Country Case Studies Somalia”**

Required reading:

- Beyond Relief, Food Security in Protracted Crisis, Alinovi, Henreich and Russo ed., Chapter 5 “Crisis and food security profile: Somalia by Peter Little
- FAO Brief Better Policies, Stronger Communities, 2012
- Food Security and Nutrition Analysis Unit (FSNAU)-Somalia. Special Brief- Post Gu 010 Analysis, 9/6/2010

**Class 12 March 26 Food Crises and the Middle East-Link to Arab Spring??**

Required Reading:


EASTER BREAK April 2-6

**Class 13 April 9 “Country Case Studies: Afghanistan**

Required Reading:


**Class 14 April 16 “Country Case Study: Sudan”**

Required Reading:

• Burr, J. and Collins, R. Requiem for the Sudan. Chapters 1-2, pp. 7-72
• WFP Protracted Relief and Recovery Operations South Sudan, 200572, 10/9/13

**Class 15 April 23 FINAL Group Presentations**

**Class 16 April 30 FINAL Group Presentations ALL PAPERS DUE THIS CLASS**